
Students should complete this task on their own.

Students should complete this task in pairs. Pair talk would work well with this activity. 

This task may be completed in small groups.

This task should be modelled by the teacher. A model is provided, but teachers may want to 
complete an additional class model ’live’ with the group.

The answers to this task should be written. Teachers may decide that some tasks without this 
icon should also be written down – this is down to a teacher’s discretion. 

This icon identifies the page number students can find the resource in the Poetry Anthology 
student booklet.

This icon is a reminder that students will sit a fortnightly mastery quiz at the end of this lesson. 

Icon guide
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Mastery Content:

In this lesson, students will be mastering the following:

• ‘The Tyger’ is a poem about the creation of a tiger
• The poet wonders how the creator of the tiger could have made 

such an animal
• The person who created the tiger is presented as both strong and 

artistic
• Each stanza of the poem explores the strength and artistry of the 
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Do Now
Link the vocabulary images to the poem.
Reading the poem
Watch the video again to remind students of the poem. Ask students 
about their initial impression of the creator.

Poem: ‘The Tyger’

The creator
Last lesson, students began to think about the creator of the tiger. This 
lesson we will look more carefully at the creator.
Focus on stanza 3. Here, the writer speaks about the artistry and the power 
of the creator. Students need to annotate the stanza to show how the 
creator is both powerfully strong and artfully delicate. Model how to do 
this.

Resource: ‘The Tyger’ – Stanza 
Three

Reviewing the whole poem
Students have now looked at the tiger and the creator. Students have also 
considered the artistry and the strength of the creator.
Students need to review the poem one more time to find evidence of the 
creator’s power and of the creator’s delicacy. 

How do you want students to 
capture these ideas?
Do you want students to watch the 
video, or just study the poem in 
depth?

Writing about ‘The Tyger’
Students will write an answer to this question: Why does the creator of the 
tiger have to be both powerful and artistic? There are three questions to 
help students prepare for this response. Students write their response.

Do students need these three 
preparatory questions?

Mastery
Students complete quiz.
Can take feedback and address misconceptions. 
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Wednesday, 06 April 2022

How are these images linked to the poem The Tyger?

Extension: Who do you think seemed more powerful 
in the poem, the creator or the tiger?

This is an 
anvil. The 
poem asks 
which
anvil 
could have 
possibly made 
the tiger.

This shows 
the tiger’s 
‘fearful symmetry’.

This shows the delicate sinews of 
the tiger’s heart..

This shows the ‘fire’ 
of the tiger’s eyes.
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• I can analyse the poem ‘The Tyger’ and 
create my own analytical paragraph.
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Last lesson, we looked at this painting and sculpture.
We thought about what we would have asked the 
person that created them. 

Maman
by Louise Bourgeois

The Persistence of Memory 
by Salvador Dali



The same thing happens in ‘The Tyger’.
The writer asks who could have created such a 
fearsome and brutally powerful animal. 
We are going to look more closely at the creator of the 
tiger. 
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After reading, discuss with your partner your 
initial impression of the creator. Why?
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Let’s remind ourselves of the poem again.
Let’s watch the video of the poem being read.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oF9kbTedTL8


We are going to look more closely at the third stanza
of the poem.
In this stanza, the poet wonders about the strength
and skill of the person that created the tiger.

And what shoulder, & what art,
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? & what dread feet?
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Annotate stanza 3, finding evidence to support this 
statement. For example:
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The creator of the tiger is very strong, but also an 
artist, able to create fine, delicate things.

And what shoulder, & what art,
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? & what dread feet?

Shows that the creator 
has strong, broad 
shoulders

The creator must be an 
artist to be able to 
make something as 
fine as a heart

The tendons in a heart 
are tiny. The creator 
must be precise and 
delicate in order to be 
able to make them. 

The creator must be even more powerful 
than the tiger in order to make it. This 
makes the creator incredibly powerful!



Let’s look at the whole poem again.
‘Th
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As you listen to the poem again, annotate quotations 
which show the creator is
a) incredibly powerful
b) a delicate artist

p.5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oF9kbTedTL8
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Why does the creator of the tiger have to be both 
powerful and artistic?

You are going to answer the question:

Before you write your answer, discuss these questions 
with your partner:
1. The tiger in the poem is both beautiful and scary. 

How do you know?
2. What would the tiger be like if the creator was only 

powerful?
3. What do you think the tiger would be like if the 

creator was only artistic?

1. The tiger is described as having ‘fearful symmetry’.
2. If the creator was only powerful, the tiger would be 

strong, but not beautiful. There would be no 
delicacy to the tiger, for example his eye or heart.

3. If the creator was only artistic, the tiger would be 
beautiful, but not ‘fearful’. 
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Why does the creator of the tiger have to be both 
powerful and artistic?

You are going to answer the question:

Use your answers to the questions guide you.

1. The tiger in the poem is both beautiful and scary. 
How do you know?

2. What would the tiger be like if the creator was only 
powerful?

3. What do you think the tiger would be like if the 
creator was only artistic?



Which of the following are correct?

a) The creator is on fire.
b) The creator is a blacksmith.
c) The poet knows the creator.
d) The poet wonders how the creator 

made the tiger.
e) The poet is strong and artistic.
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Which of the following are correct?

a) The creator is on fire.
b) The creator is a blacksmith.
c) The poet knows the creator.
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Love the lesson? Have some suggestions for 
improvements? Noticed a mistake or an error?

Please let us know!
Click here to provide some quick feedback on the lesson

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
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